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Frank Graham
MIAMI, BEACH.
"THE most important single change in my business
in my lifetime came about In the early 1930s when
Joe Vila died and Frank Graham succeeded him as
sports columnist on the New York Sun. At that time
sports columns in America were cut to a pattern; they
were highly personal essays of opinion and comment
expressing the writer's own view of the passing scene.
For almost 20 years, Frank Graham had been a
newspaperman in the purest sense, a digger for truth,
a reporter of' facts.
He rejected the notion that having his stuff published in two-column measure must change him from
_ reporter to pundit. Anyhow, he was congenitally unable
to .pr-each or pontificate.or force his own judgments on
others; one quality of his greatness was what his
friend Bob Kelley once described as "psychopathic
modesty."
"My job," he told himself, "is to take the reader ~
·behind the scene where his ticket doesn't admit him-'. into the dugout and clubhouse, the football locker
rooms, the jockeys' quarters. the fighter's dressing room
-and let him see what goes on there and hear what
4

is said."

If aJ,1Ybodyhad said in Frank's hearing that .he
invented the "conversation piece" COlumn, he would
have hooted. He only did it incomparably better than
it ever was done before,' or has been done since. His
incredibly accurate ear and implausibly retentive memory
(he almost- never took notes), his faultless taste, his
warmth and understanding, his zest, his laughter and
the purity of his prose combined to produce-it says here
-the finest sports column of all time.
'
, Quietly,perhaps Without ever knowing'it, he brought
about a revolution in the approach to and technique·
of writing a sports column in this country. Gradually
editorial opinion gave way to reporting, to conversation
pieces and interviews and "mood" pieces .that strove
to capture for the reader the color and flavbr and
text)ll;eof the event . .No other sportswriter in Frank's
lifeti)li.e exerted such effect on his' own business.' None
was"imitated so widely, or so unsuccessfully.

. How It Began.

.

THE rest of this, if I may be forgiven, must be embarrassingly personal. Frank and I had been friends
since 1929 when I was a rookie on the baseball' beat,
working out of st. Louis. Shortly after World War II,
when I was new in New York, and had my,first post-war
car, we agreed to drive South together for the annual
tour 'of the baseball camps. We met one bitterly cold
morning in front of Toots Shor's and I drove across
town to the Herald Tribune.
"Would you take the wheel a minute," I said, "while
I pop in and leave this copy with the elevator man?"
"No," he said. That's when I found out the bum
couldn't drive. It was later I heard about the time a
friend named Bob Murphy, wearing ice-cream pants,
had a flat tire driving Frank and Grantland Rice down
the Tamiami Trail in Florida.
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Bob spread newspapers under the axle to protect
his pants and while he struggled to change the tire,
Frank and Granny, equally gifted in a mechanical
sense, walked about flapping their hands helplessly.
First they tracked tar all over the newspapers. Then
they kicked the tire lugs into the canal beside the road.
It was later, too, that I heard about the time Frank
· undertook to replace a burned-out bulb in a ceiling
fixture at home. I forget what the re-wiring and replastering cost after he had pulled the fixture down.

Number One

·.I LIKE to

believe that on that ~old morning when I
learned he couldn't drive, I had some fQreknowleclge
of how it would be for almost two decades-the
tens
of thousands of ~iles we would travel together. with me
at the wheel, the fun we would have, the priceless
education I would enjoy.
But of course I couldn't have known about >that.
·It's only that it happened so naturally, the way we
made a team,. that it seems I should have known;

In those days, Granny Rice and Frank pounded the
beat together, and they took me in. I have been luckier
than. most in this world ("Underpaid and over-priyi.. leged," Jim Roach of the Times used to say of guys
in our dodge), and the rarest privilege of all was to go
around and about with those two as their friend.

Than Granny died and Frank and I changed to
double harness. Arriving in Florida. years ago, we walked
into a press box at Hialeah. Pat Lynch, Frank's colleague on the Journal American by that time, looked up
from his typewriter.
"Here come 1 and I-A," he said. I am prouder to
have-been ·part of that entry than of anything. else
in th!PW9rld.
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Street Fighter

YESTERDAY the phone rang. The news was hard to
. take but it wasn't unexpected. Frank had beeh failing
·ba~ly -for several years, and making jokes about it, of
·course. When' he got down to 98 pounds he gave Mr.
Fitz .first call on his services in the event that great
trainer needed a real lightweight to ride for him in
·a . handicap.
He didn't stop losing weight at 98 but he didn't
. stop fighting or laughing, either. He was proud of his
.. ability as a street fighter when he was a kid attending
P. S. 89' in Harlem. "You went to the same school?"
Frank said one day to Sugar Ray Robinson. "Well,
when I was there, buffalo ran wild on Lenox Ave."
"You're kiddin'!" Ray said.

Lordy, but the old street fighter ~ave it a battle
this last couple of years. Then the phone call came and
. I mixed a drink and sat down at the typewriter.
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